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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a class of groups, i.e., a class which is closed with respect to
isomorphic groups. A subgroup H of a group G is H-maximal in G if
H g H and whenever H F L F G and L g H , this implies that L s H.
The subgroup H is an H-projector of G if HNrN is an H-maximal
subgroup of GrN for every normal subgroup N of G.
Recall that a class H of finite soluble groups is a Schunck class if the
 .finite soluble group G belongs to H whenever GrCore M g H forG
w xevery maximal subgroup M of G. Schunck 7 has shown that every finite
soluble group has an H-projector if and only if H is a Schunck class.
Moreover, in this case the H-projectors of a finite soluble group are
conjugate. Thus every local formation of finite soluble groups is a Schunck
 w x.class cf. 2 .
While the theory of local formations has been generalized to various
 w x.classes of periodic locally soluble groups see, e.g., 1 , Schunck classes of
infinite groups have so far received little attention. Here we show that the
fundamental results about Schunck classes of finite soluble groups can be
extended to the class NS* of all periodic soluble nilpotent-by-finite
groups.
w xFollowing an approach of Tomkinson 10 , a subclass H of NS* is
called an NS*-Schunck class if a group G belongs to H if and only if for
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 .every major subgroup M of G, the factor group GrCore M is the unionG
of an ascending chain of finite H-groups. A major subgroup M of a group
G can be characterized by the property that the least upper bound of the
types of the ascending chains from H to G is the same for all subgroups
 w x.H of G with M F H see 8 . In particular, every maximal subgroup of a
group G is a major subgroup of G, and every subgroup of a group G is
contained in some major subgroup of G. Moreover, the proper major
subgroups of a finite group coincide with its maximal subgroups.
Our principal results, which generalize those obtained by Tomkinson
w x10 for the class AS* of all periodic soluble abelian-by-finite groups, can
be summarized as follows.
THEOREM. Let H be a class of NS*-groups. Then e¨ery group G g
NS* possesses H-projectors if and only if H is an NS*-Schunck class.
Moreo¨er, if H is an NS*-Schunck class, then the H-projectors of an
NS*-group G are conjugate, and if H is an H-projector of G and H F L F G,
then H is also an H-projector of L.
 .See Proposition 3.2, Theorem 4.5, and Corollary 4.6 below. As in the
 .finite case, the structure of the groups GrCore M , where M is a majorG
subgroup of G, plays an important role. If G g NS*, a suitable descrip-
w xtion of these factor groups can found in 9 . The lack of such a description
 .in the case when G g L NS*, the class of all periodic locally nilpotent -
 .by- finite soluble groups, seems to be the main obstacle if one wishes to
extend the above theorem to L NS*-groups.
Our results show that the H-projectors of an NS*-group G are
pronormal subgroups of G. Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is
g  g:pronormal if H and H are conjugate in H, H . In Proposition 5.1, we
extend Mann's characterization of pronormal subgroups of a finite soluble
w xgroups 5, Corollary to NS*-groups.
Section 2 of the present note contains a number of results about Sylow
generating bases of periodic groups which seem yet to have escaped
attention. In particular, we show that a Sylow generating basis of a
periodic group is always well behaved with respect to factor groups and
normal subgroups.
w x w x w xOur notation is standard and follows 1 , 2 , and 6 .
2. SYLOW THEORY OF PERIODIC GROUPS
Although here the following results will only be needed for NS*-groups,
we derive them for arbitrary periodic groups, since this does not compli-
cate the proofs. Note that the statements can also be deduced from more
 w x.general ones about products of groups see 4 .
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Let G be a group and denote by P the set of all primes. A set of
 4subgroups G N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of G ifp
 .SB1 G G s G G for all primes p and qp q q p
and
 .  :SB2 for every set p of primes, G N p g p is a maximal p-p
subgroup of G.
 .Of course, for NS*-groups, it suffices to replace SB2 by the weaker
 wassumption that G is a Sylow p-subgroup for every prime p see 1,p
x.Lemma 5.2.5 .
 4A Sylow generating basis G N p g P of the group G reduces into ap
 4subgroup H of G if the set G l H N p g P is a Sylow generating basis ofp
H.
The following lemma gives a characterization of Sylow generating bases
 w x.which is well known in the finite case see, e.g., 2, I, Theorem 4.22 , By an
enumeration p , p , . . . , of the set P of all primes, we mean a bijection1 2
N ª P which maps i g N to p g P.i
 42.1. LEMMA. Let G be a periodic group and suppose that G N p g P isp
 :a set of subgroups of G. For e¨ery set of primes p , put G s G N p g p .p p
Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  4a G N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of G.p
 .b For e¨ery set p of primes, G is a p-group. Moreo¨er, for e¨eryp
enumeration p , p , . . . of the set P and e¨ery g g G, there exist uniquely1 2
 .determined elements g g G i g N such that g s g ??? g for e¨ery suffi-i p 1 ni
ciently large integer n.
 .c For e¨ery set p of primes, G is a p-group and G s G G .p p p 9
 .  .Proof. Suppose first that a holds. Then G is a p-group by SB2 . Letp
p , p . . . be an enumeration of the set P of all primes. Since G is periodic,1 2
 .  :SB2 implies that G s G N p g P . Thus if g g G, there exists a leastp
 :  :integer n such that g g G , . . . , G . Since G , . . . , G s G ? ??? ?p p p p p1 n 1 n 1
 .G by SB1 , it follows that g s g ??? g for suitable elements g gp 1 n 1n
G , . . . , g g G . Put g s 1 g G for every i ) n. Suppose now thatp n p i p1 n i
 .there exist h g G i g N such that g can also be written g s h ??? hi p 1 mi
for some m g N. Then m G n by the choice of n. If m ) n, then
 .y1  :h s h ??? h g ??? g is contained in G l G ??? G s 1.m 1 my1 1 n p p pm 1 my1
Therefore assume that m s n. Now by a similar argument h gy1 sn n
 .y1  :h ??? h g ??? g is an element of G l G , . . . , G s 11 ny1 1 ny1 p p pm 1 ny1
and so h s g . By induction on n, we have g s h for every i - n,n n i i
 .proving b .
 .Now assume that b holds and let p be a set of primes. If g g G,
denote by s the set of primes occurring in the order of g. Now let
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p , p , . . . be an enumeration of the set of all primes such that the primes1 2
 .in the finite set s l p precede those in s l p 9. By b , we have
g g G G and so G s G G .s lp s lp 9 p p 9
 .Finally, suppose that the subgroups G satisfy c . If p is a set of primesp
and P is a p-subgroup of G containing G , then P s P l G G sp p p 9
 .G G l P s G by the modular law. Thus G is a maximal p-subgroupp p 9 p p
 .of G and SB2 holds. In particular,
G s G .Fp p9
pgp 9
Now let p and q be primes. Then, by the modular law,
G G s G G l G s G G l G s GF Fp q q p9 r 9 p p9 r 9  p , q4 /  / 4  4rgP , rf p , q rgP , rf p , q
 .and so G G s G is a subgroup of G. This proves SB1 .p q  p, q4
 .One immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 c is the following
2.2. LEMMA. Let G be a group and assume that the subgroup H of G
 4  .possesses a Sylow generating basis H N p g P . If N F N H , thenp G
 4H NrN N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of HNrN.p
Lemma 2.1 can be used to derive some important properties of Sylow
generating bases which will be needed later.
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let G be a group which possesses a Sylow generating
 4basis G N p g P .p
 .  4a If S is a set of subgroups of H such that G N p g P reduces intop
 4e¨ery U g S , then G N p g P also reduces into the intersection S of allp
U g S .
 .  4b If N eG and U is a subgroup of G into which G N p g Pp]
 . 4reduces, then U l G NrN N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of UNrN.p
 4In particular, the Sylow generating basis G NrN N p g P of GrN reducesp
into UNrN.
 .c Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G. If the Sylow generating
 4basis G NrN N p g P of GrN reduces into the subgroup UrN of GrN,p
 4then G N p g P reduces into U.p
 .  4d If N eG and U is a subgroup of G into which G N p g Pp]
 4  4reduces, then G N p g P also reduces into UN. In particular, G N p g Pp p
reduces into N.
 .Proof. a Let p , p , . . . be an enumeration of the set of all primes1 2
and suppose that s g S. By Lemma 2.1, there exist elements g g G suchi p i
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that s s g ??? g for every sufficiently large integer n. If U g S , then1 n
 4s g U and since G l U N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of U, byp
Lemma 2.1, there exist elements u g G l U such that s s u ??? u ifi p 1 mi
m is sufficiently large. Since the g are uniquely determined, we havei
u s g g U for every i g N. Thereforei i
g g U l G s S l G . .Fi p pi i
UgS
 4Thus, by Lemma 2.1, S l G N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of S.p
 .  4b By hypothesis, G l U N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of U.p
 . 4So, by Lemma 2.2, G l U NrN N p g P is a Sylow generating basis ofp
 .UNrN. Clearly, for every prime p, the subgroup G l U NrN is con-p
 . 4tained in the p-group G NrN l UNrN. So G l U NrN N p g P sp p
 4G NrN l UNrN N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of UNrN, asp
required.
 .c Let p , p , . . . be an enumeration of the set of all primes. If1 2
 .u g U, then, by Lemma 2.1, there exist elements g g G i g N suchi p i
that u s g ??? g for every sufficiently large integer n. Moreover, since1 n
 . 4U l G NrN N p g P is a Sylow generating basis of UrN, there existp
 .  .elements u g U l G N i g N such that uN s u N ??? u N for everyi p 1 m
sufficiently large integer m. Now we also have uN s g N ??? g N and so1 n
by the uniqueness statement of Lemma 2.1, applied to the Sylow generat-
 4ing basis G NrN N p g P of GrN, we have g g u N : U for everyp i i
 4integer i. Since the g are uniquely determined, the set U l G N p g P isi p
 .a Sylow generating basis of U by Lemma 2.1 b .
 .  .  .The first statement of d is a direct consequence of b and c . The
second follows by taking U s 1.
3. SCHUNCK CLASSES OF NS*-GROUPS
Recall that a finite group G is primitive if it has a maximal subgroup
w xwith trivial core. Following 10 , a group is semiprimiti¨ e if it is the
semidirect product G s M h D, where M is a finite soluble group with
trivial core and D is a divisible abelian group such that every proper
M-invariant subgroup of D is finite. Let G g NS*. If M is a major
w x  .subgroup of G, then, by 10 , GrCore M is either a finite primitive orG
an infinite semiprimitive group.
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3.1 LEMMA. Let H be an NS*-Schunck class. Then:
 .a QH s H.
 .b L H l NS* s H.
 .c E¨ery H-subgroup of an NS*-group G is contained in an H-
maximal subgroup of G.
 .Proof. a This follows from the fact that if MrN is a major subgroup
w xof GrN, then M is a major subgroup of G by 8 .
 .b Let G g L H l NS*. Since QL X F LQX for every group class X
 .and H s QH by a , the class L H is Q-closed. Therefore every factor group
of G belongs to the class L H. Let M be a major subgroup of G and put
 . w xN s Core M . By 9 , GrN is either a finite primitive or an infiniteG
semiprimitive group. Suppose first that GrN is a finite primitive image of
G. Then G s HN for some H-subgroup H of G, and so GrN ( HrH l N
belongs to H. Otherwise GrN is an infinite semiprimitive group; let DrN
be the finite residual of GrN. Since GrN g L H is countable, it is the
union of an ascending chain of subgroups H rN g H and, without loss ofi
generality, H D s G for every integer i. Since H NrN l DrN eGrN,i i ]
either all groups H NrN are finite, as required, or we have G s H N fori i
some integer i. In that case, we have GrN ( H rH l N g H , and so byi i
the definition of an NS*-Schunck class, GrN g H is the union of finite
H-groups. This shows that G is an H-group.
 .  .c follows at once from b .
 .In view of Lemma 3.1 a , the following results shows that a class of
NS*-groups which admits projectors is an NS*-Schunck class. It is
w x wderived from an example given in 10, Section 3 . Note that by 4, Proposi-
Ïxtion 3.1.5 , Proposition 3.2 even holds for arbitrary Cernikov groups.
3.2. PROPOSITION. Assume that H is a class of groups such that e¨ery
ÏAS*-group has an H-projector. Then a semiprimiti¨ e Cerniko¨ group is an
H-group if and only if it is the union of an ascending chain of finite H-groups.
ÏProof. If the semiprimitive Cernikov group G is the union of finite
w xH-groups, then G is an H-group by 10, Lemma 3.1 .
Conversely, suppose that G s M h D g H is an infinite semiprimitive
ÏCernikov group, where M is finite with trivial core and D is a radicable
abelian p-group for the prime p. Then also M ( GrD g H. Put X s M0
w n xand, for every positive integer n, put D s D p and let X be ann n
H-maximal supplement of D in MD which contains X . Then then n ny1
subgroups X form an ascending chain of finite H-subgroups of G.n
w xMoreover by 2, III, Lemma 3.14 , the subgroup X is an H-projector ofn
MD for every integer n. Put X s D X . Since M F X, we haven ng N n
 .X s X l MD s M X l D and so X l D is a normal subgroup of G.
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Assume first that X is finite. Then we have X s X s ??? s X forn nq1
an integer n, and, moreover, D l X F D for some integer m g N. Nowm
w  .xby 10, Proposition 2.3 ii , there exists an isomorphism a : G ª GrDm
which maps MD to MD rD and M to MD rD s X D rD .n mqn m m m mqn m m
This shows that the subgroup M is an H-projector of MD . Since then
w xH-projectors of MD are conjugate by 2, III, Theorem 3.13 , we haven
M ( X , and since M F X , it follows that M s X s X.n n n
 .Now let N s = D be the external direct product of the D andn nng N
set H s M h N, where M acts on the components of N in the natural
way. Then H is an AS*-group, hence possesses an H-projector Y. For
every integer n, put
K s D ,=n i
igN
i/n
then K is a normal subgroup of H contained in N and HrK isn n
isomorphic with MD . Therefore MK rK and YK rK are H-projec-n n n n n
w xtors of the finite group HrK . By 2, III, Theorem 3.21 , there existsn
g g H such that YK s M gK , and so we have YK l N s M gK l N sn n n n
 g .K M l N s K for every integer n. This shows thatn n
Y l N F K s 1F n
ngN
 . and Y complements N in H. Let r denote the Prufer rank of D andÈ
.thus of the D and, for every n g N, fix generators d , . . . , d of D .n n, 1 n, r n
Let
 y1 p : 4K s d d N n g N, i g 1, . . . , r ,n , i nq1, i
then HrK ( G and so YKrK is an H-projector of HrK ( G. Since YKrK
is finite, this proves that G f H. This contradiction shows that X must be
infinite, and so also X l D is infinite. As G is semiprimitive, we have
 4X l D s D and so G s X is the union of the chain X of finiten ng N
H-groups.
Proposition 3.2 shows that in particular every local NS*-formation is
w xan NS*-Schunck class. For a definition of local X-formations, see, e.g., 3
w xor 1 .
Since the definition of an NG*-Schunck class H depends only on the
finite H-groups, it is no surprise that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the Schunck classes of finite soluble groups and the NS*-Schunck
classes.
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3.3. Proposition. Let H be a Schunck class of finite soluble groups.0
Then the class H consisting of all NS*-groups G such that, for e¨ery major
 .subgroup M of G, the factor group GrCore M is the union of an ascendingG
chain of H -groups is the smallest Schunck class of NS*-groups containing0
H , and the class H* of all finite H-groups coincides with H . Therefore there0 0
is a one-to-one correspondence between the Schunck classes of finite soluble
groups and the NS*-Schunck classes.
Proof. Clearly, H is a Schunck class containing H so that in particular0
H : H*. If G is a finite H-group, then every primitive image of G is an0
H -group, and so by the definition of a Schunck class of finite groups, G is0
an H -group. This shows that H* : H and so H s H*. Thus the map0 0 0
defined by H ¬ H* for every NS*-Schunck class H is a bijection
between the NG*-Schunck classes and the Schunck classes of finite
soluble groups.
4. EXISTENCE OF PROJECTORS OF NS*-GROUPS
As a first step, we consider the projectors of an infinite semiprimitive
group. Note that the next lemma can also be deduced from the finite
 w x.soluble case see 4, Lemma 3.2.1 .
4.1. LEMMA. Let H be an NS*-Schunck class and G s M h D a
Ïsemiprimiti¨ e Cerniko¨ group, where M g H is finite and soluble and D is a
radicable abelian p-group. If G f H , then M is an H-projector of G.
Moreo¨er, e¨ery H-maximal supplement of D is conjugate to M, and e¨ery
H-projector of G is a complement of D.
Proof. Let H be an H-projector of G and L an H-maximal supple-
ment of D in G. Then G s HD s LD and H l D and L l D, being
normal subgroups of G, are finite. Therefore there exists an integer n such
w n x w n x wthat H F LD p . Since H is also an H-projector of LD p by 10,
x w n x w n x wCorollary 4.8 , we have LD p s HD p . It follows from 2, III, Lemma
x w n x3.14 that L is an H-projector of HD p . Therefore H and L are
conjugate.
In particular, this shows that every H-maximal subgroup H of G
w n x w n xcontaining M is an H-projector of G. Moreover, HD p rD p is an
w n x w  .xH-projector of GrD p , and by 10, Proposition 2.3 ii , the factor group
w n x w n x w n xGrD p is isomorphic with G, and so M ( HD p rD p is an H-
projector of G.
The conjugacy of the H-projectors of an NS*-group will be a conse-
quence of the next proposition.
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4.2. PROPOSITION. Let H be a Schunck class of NS*-groups. Suppose
that the NS*-group G has a nilpotent subgroup N of finite index such that
GrN g H. Then there exist H-maximal supplements of N in G, and any two
are conjugate.
wProof. Let H be a finite supplement of N in G. Then, by 2, III,
xTheorem 3.21 , the subgroup H possesses an H-projector H . Since0
 .HrH l N ( GrN g H , we have H s H H l N and hence G s H N.0 0
 .Therefore by Lemma 3.1 c , there exists an H-maximal subgroup U of G
containing H . Clearly, U is the required H-maximal supplement of N0
in G.
Now suppose that U and V are H-maximal supplements of N in G.
w xSince the Sylow generating bases of G are conjugate by 3, Theorem 2.10 ,
we may assume without loss of generality that the Sylow generating basis
 4S N p g P of G reduces into U and V. Put G s G and assume that wep 0
have constructed a descending chain
 :G s G ) G ) ??? ) G G U, V0 1 a
 4of subgroups G of G into which the Sylow generating basis S N p g Pb p
of G reduces.
Suppose that G f H. Then, by the definition of an NS*-Schuncka
class, there exists a major subgroup M of G such that G rK is not thea a
 .union of finite H-groups, where K s Core M . Since G rK is either aG a
w xfinite primitive or an infinite semiprimitive group by 9 , we have NKrK F
 .  .F G rK , and so UKrK and VKrK are H-groups supplementing F G rK .a a
If GrK is finite and primitive, UKrK and VKrK are conjugate maximal
w x w xsubgroups of NrK by 2, A, Theorem 15.2 and 2, A, Theorem 16.1 .
Hence UKrK and VKrK are pronormal subgroups of G rK into whicha
 . 4the Sylow generating basis S l G KrK N p g P of G rK reduces, andp a a
w xit follows from 2, I, Theorem 6.6 that UK s VK. If G rK is an infinitea
semiprimitive group, we have UK s VK by Lemma 4.1. Since the Sylow
 4generating basis S l G N p g P of G reduces into UK and VK byp a a
 .Proposition 2.3 c , we put G s UK s VK.aq1
 .If l is a limit ordinal, then, by Proposition 2.3 a , the Sylow generating
 4basis S N p g P of G also reduces intop
G s G .Fl b
b-l
 4The series G must terminate since the cardinality of a cannot exceeda
that of G, and wo we have G g H for some ordinal a . But then we finda
that G s U s V because U and V are H-maximal subgroups of G.a
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In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we first consider the
following special case:
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is an NS*-group and that H is an
NS*-Schunck class. Let X be an H-maximal subgroup of G supplementing a
nilpotent normal subgroup N of G. Let K F N be a normal subgroup of G
such that GrK g H. Then G s XK.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that N has finite
index in G. Assume that XK - G. Then XK is contained in a major
 .subgroup M of G, and so K is contained in L s Core M . NowG
w xGrL ( XLrL ( XrX l L is an H-group and, by 9 , GrL is a finite
primitive or an infinite semiprimitive group. In both cases, GrL s MrL
h FrL, where MrL is finite and FrL is the Fitting subgroup of GrL
 w x w  .x.see 2, A, Theorem 15.6 and 10, Proposition 2.3 i . Therefore NLrL F
FrL and clearly XLrL F MrL. Since G s XN, we have F s NL and
M s XL.
Suppose first that GrL is finite, then also GrL l N is finite, and so
 .there exists a finite subgroup H of G such that G s H L l N . Let Y0
 .  .be an H-projector of H. Then H s Y H l N s Y H l L , since Hr0 0
H l N ( GrN g H and HrH l L ( GrL g H. Therefore we have G s
Y L s Y N. Let Y be an H-maximal subgroup of G containing Y . Then0 0 0
G s YN and so Y is conjugate to X by Proposition 4.2. But then
< < < < < <XLrL s YLrL s GrL and so G s XL s M, a contradiction.
ÏOtherwise GrL is a semiprimitive Cernikov group. Since GrL is an
H-group, GrL is the union of an ascending chain of finite H-groups L rL.i
Moreover, XLrL F MrL is finite, and so there exists an integer i such
that XL is properly contained in L . Therefore L N contains XLN si i
DM s G and so L N s G. Since GrN is finite, also the group L rL li i
N is finite. Thus there exists a finite subgroup H of G such that L si
 .H L l N , and it follows that G s HN. As above, let Y be an H-projector0
 .of H. Then HrH l L ( HLrL s L rL g H and so H s Y H l L andi 0
 .L s Y L. Similarly, H s Y H l N and so G s Y N. Let Y be ani 0 0 0
H-maximal subgroup of G containing Y . Then, by Proposition 4.2, there0
exists g g G such that X g s Y. Therefore XL - L F X gL s G. But thisi
< < < g <is impossible since XLrL is finite and so XLrL s X LrL . This final
contradiction shows that KX s G.
From this, we deduce the crucial covering property of an H-projector:
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let H be a Schunck class of NS*-groups, and
suppose that G is a periodic soluble group ha¨ing a nilpotent normal subgroup
N of finite index such that GrN g H. If X is an H-maximal supplement of N
in G and K is a normal subgroup of G such that GrK g H , then G s XK.
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Proof. If K F N, this follows from Proposition 4.3 We proceed by
 .induction on the order of the finite group KrK l N. Let L s K 9 K l N .
Then KrL is an abelian normal subgroup of GrL and so the normal
subgroup NKrL is nilpotent. Let YrL be an H-maximal subgroup of GrL
 . .containing the H-group XLrL. Then GrL s YrL NKrL , and so, by
Proposition 4.3, it follows that G s YK. Now we have Y s Y l XN s
 . < < < <X Y l N and L l N s K l N. Moreover, LrK l N - KrK l N be-
cause K is soluble and KrK l N is finite. Since YrL g H , we have
Y s XL by induction hypothesis, and so G s YK s XLK s XK, as re-
quired.
Now we are ready to prove the existence and conjugacy of H-projectors
of NS*-groups.
4.5. THEOREM. Let H be a Schunck class of NS*-groups. Then e¨ery
group G g NS* possesses H-projectors, and any two are conjugate.
Proof. Let G g NS* and let N be a nilpotent normal subgroup of G
which has finite index in G. Moreover, let HrN be an H-projector of the
finite soluble group GrN. Then, by Proposition 4.2, there exists an
H-maximal subgroup X of G such that H s XN. We show that X is an
H-projector of G.
Let K be a normal subgroup of G and suppose that XKrK is contained
in the H-group YrK. Then XNKrNK F YNrNK, and since HrN s XNrN
is an H-projector of GrN, the group XNKrNK is an H-maximal subgroup
 .of GrNK. Thus XNK s HK s YN. Therefore Y s Y l HK s Y l H K
 .  .  .and consequently YrK s Y l H KrK ( Y l H r H l K is an H-
 . group. Since X F Y l H, we have Y l H s Y l H l XN s X Y l
.H l N by the modular law. Therefore X is an H-maximal supplement of
the nilpotent normal subgroup Y l H l N of Y l H. By Proposition 4.4,
 .  .we have Y l H s X H l K and so Y s X H l K K s XK. This shows
that X is an H-projector of G.
Now let X and X be H-projectors of G. We show that X and X are1 2 1 2
conjugate. Since X NrN and X NrN are H-projectors of GrN, by the1 2
 w x.finite case see, e.g., 2, III, Theorem 3.21 , there exists an element g g G
such that X N s X g N. Thus X and X g are H-maximal supplements of1 2 1 2
N in the group X N, and hence, by Proposition 4.2, there exists h g X N1 1
g hsuch that X s X , as required.1 2
The next corollary shows that every H-projector H of an NS*-group G
is an H-covering subgroup of G, i.e., if K and L are subgroups of G such
that K eL, H F L, and LrK g H , then L s HK.]
4.6. COROLLARY. Let H be an NS*-Schunck class and suppose that
G g NS*. If X is an H-projector of G and X F H F G, then X is also an
H-projector of H.
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Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index in G. By the finite
 w x.case see, e.g., 2, III, Theorem 3.21 , the H-projector XNrN of GrN is
also an H-projector of HNrN and so by an isomorphism theorem, X H l
.  .N r H l N is an H-projector of HrH l N. Now let Y be an H-projec-
 .  .tor of H, then Y H l N r H l N is also an H-projector of HrH l N.
 . h .Therefore we have X H l N s Y H l N for some h g H by Theo-
rem 4.5. Now X and Y h are H-maximal supplements of the nilpotent
 .subgroup H l N in the group X H l N . Therefore Proposition 4.2
shows that X and Y are conjugate. Hence X is an H-projector of H.
w xIt is also possible to extend 2, III, Lemma 3.14 to NS*-groups.
4.7. COROLLARY. Let H be an NS*-Schunck class and G g NS*. If
N is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G such that GrN g H , then e¨ery
H-maximal supplement of N in G is an H-projector of G.
Proof. Let H be an H-projector of G and L an H-maximal supple-
ment of N in G. By the definition of a projector, we have HN s G.
Moreover, by Fitting's theorem, we may assume without loss of generality
that N has finite index in G, and so H and L are conjugate by
Proposition 4.2. Consequently, L is also an H-projector of G.
5. PRONORMAL SUBGROUPS OF NS*-GROUPS
A subgroup P of a group G is called pronormal if, for every g g G, the
g  g:subgroups P and P are conjugate in their joint P, P . If H is an
NS*-Schunck class, then, by Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6, every H-
projector of an NS*-group G is a pronormal subgroup of G.
wThe finite case of following proposition has been proved by Mann 5,
x w xCorollary ; see also 2, I, Theorem 6.6 .
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be an NS*-group. Then the following state-
ments are equi¨ alent:
 .a P is pronormal in G.
 .b E¨ery Sylow generating basis of G reduces into exactly one conjugate
of P.
 . c If there exists g g G such that the Sylow generating bases S N p gp
4  g 4 gP and S N p g P of G reduce into P, then P s P .p
 .  .  4Proof. a « b . Let g g G and suppose that S N p g P is a Sylowp
generating basis of G which reduces into P and P g. By transfinite
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induction, we construct a descending chain
 g:G s G ) G ) ??? ) G s P , P0 1 a
of subgroups G of G such that, for every b F a , the Sylow generatingb
 4basis S N p g P of G reduces into G , and every G contains thep b b
pronormal subgroups P and P g. Suppose that we have constructed the
 g: wsubgroup G . If P, P is properly contained in G , then by 8, Lemmab b
x  g:2.3 , P, P is contained in a major subgroup M of G . Let N be theb
w xcore of M in G , then, by 9 , the factor group G rN is finite or an infiniteb b
Ïsemiprimitive Cernikov group.
Assume first that G rN is finite. Since PNrN is a pronormal subgroupb
 . 4of G rN and the Sylow generating basis S l G NrN N p g P ofb p b
g g wG NrN reduces into PNrN and P N, we have PN s P N by 2, I,b
x Theorem 6.6 . Now PN F M - G and the Sylow generating basis S lb p
4  .G N p g P reduces into PN by Proposition 2.3 c . Thus we set G s PN.b bq1
Otherwise, G rN is an infinite semiprimitive group. Let DrN be theb
maximal redicable abelian subgroup of G rN, then G rN s MrN h DrNb b
and MrN is finite. Therefore also PNrN and P gNrN are finite. Let
KrN be a finite normal subgroup of DrN such that P g is contained in
 . < 4PK. Then the Sylow generating basis  s S l G NrN p g P ofp b
G NrN reduces into PNrN and P gNrN and also into the abelian groupb
 .KrN. Therefore by Proposition 2.3 d ,  also reduces into the finite group
g w x gPKrN s P KrN. Thus 2, I, Theorem 6.6 yields that PN s P N. More-
 4over, the Sylow generating basis S N p g P of G reduces into PN byp
 .Proposition 2.3 c . Since the subgroup PN F M is a proper subgroup of G,
we set G s PN.bq1
 .  4If l is a limit ordinal, then, by Proposition 2.3 a , S N p g P alsop
reduces into
G s G .F b l
b-l
 g:Therefore we have P, P s G for every ordinal a whose cardinalitya
exceeds that of G.
This shows that we may assume without loss of generality that G s
 g: wP, P . Now suppose that P is properly contained in G. By 8, Lemma
x  .2.3 , P is contained in a major subgroup M of G. Put N s Core M .G
Then, by the above arguments, PNrN is a finite subgroup of GrN, and
 g : w xhence GrN s PNrN, P NrN is finite. Hence by 2, I, Theorem 6.6 ,
we have GrN s PNrN s P gNrN, contradicting PN F M - G. Therefore
G s P, as required.
 .  .  .  . wThe implications b « c and c « a can be proved as in 2, I,
xTheorem 6.6 .
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Since H-projectors of NS*-groups are pronormal by Theorem 4.5 and
Corollary 4.6, we obtain:
5.2. COROLLARY. Let H be a Schunck class of NS*-groups and sup-
pose that G is an NS*-group. Then e¨ery Sylow generating basis of G reduces
into exactly one H-projector of G.
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